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Abstract
The general objective of the study was to analyze the effect of credit risk management practices
on the financial performance of SACCOs in Kisii County while specific objectives focused on the
effect of credit policies, client appraisal methods, collateral substitutes and the credit risk
monitoring methods on SACCOs in Kisii County. The study was guided by Modern portfolio
theory, Capital Asset Pricing Model Theory and Arbitrage Pricing Theory. Descriptive survey
research design was used with a target population of 106 active SACCOs with 424 executive
committee members and 318 credit officers. A sample size of 32 SACCOs (two respondents per
SACCO) was selected through probability sampling using proportionate stratified sampling
followed by purposive sampling. The questionnaire was formulated with both open ended and
close ended questions based on the objectives of the study. Secondary data was collected from
SASRA reports and internal financial statements. Quantitative data was analyzed using
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 23 while qualitative data was analyzed
using observational and narrative analysis techniques. The research hypothesis was tested
using ANOVA which indicated that the independent variables; credit policy, client appraisal,
collateral substitutes and credit monitoring were statistically significant in predicting the financial
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performance of SACCOs where F= 4.841 and P=.0005. The study concluded that SACCOs in
Kisii County need credit risk management to prevent their recession. The study recommended
for universal credit policies to the SACCOs, more training on client appraisal, collateralization
and credit monitoring, restructuring and supervision of all Matatu SACCOs by the ministry.
Keywords: Credit risk, financial performance, share capital, SACCOs, Kenya

INTRODUCTION
Savings and credit societies, also known as credit unions are cooperative financial institutions
(CFIs) that are by principle owned and controlled by their members and operated for the
purposes of promoting thrift, providing credit at low interest rates and providing other financial
services to their members. World over, systems in these organizations vary from slightly to
significantly in terms of total system assets, average institution’s asset price and regulatory
control. This ranges from volunteer operations with a few members’ organizations to the
institutions with several billion asset value. The average credit union in the United States of
America had USD 93 million worth of assets in 2007 as against an average commercial bank
with USD 1.5 billion, World Council of Credit Unions (2008).
The world council of credit unions (WOCCU) defines a credit union as a non-profit
making cooperative institution. In real practice however legal provisions relating to these
institutions vary by jurisdiction. For example, in Canada credit unions are referred to those that
are regulated as non-profit making institutions and view their mandate as earning a reasonable
profit to enhance services to members to ensure stability just the same view as was shared in
Kenya. These institutions have a relatively unique structure in that agency problems exist given
that the owners of the institutions and users of the services are the same people as captured by
one of their universal principles of "democratic member control". This indicates that the owners
of these institutions are at the same time the members. The members have equal rights to take
part democratically in the management and administration of the company of which they share
their duties and the advantages proportionally with the transactions of each member regardless
of their deposit amount or the number of shares they own, Tummala and Burchett (2004),
pp.223-25.
In most African countries, the co-operatives in the 1950s and 1960s were supported
mainly by the government under a control economy. In effect, they heavily relied on the
government to boost their operations often in return to political support thereby adversely
affecting their performance. This scenario changed significantly with market liberalization in the
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1990s and subsequently saw the withdrawal of government support. Although stakeholders
within SACCOs are increasingly seeking to understand the relationship between SACCOs’
operational policies and their performance, various hurdles are standing in the way to capital
utilization. SACCOs by default are guided by the seven principles of co-operatives (voluntary
and open membership, democratic member control, member economic participation, autonomy
and independence, education, training and information and concern for the community), an
indication that the executives are answerable to the members. This justifies why SACCOs’
overall performance should be linked with innovativeness of those charged with the
responsibility of managing the organization. The fundamental objective of a SACCO is to
promote by mutual aid, the economic and social welfare of its members by granting loans to
cover their economic needs, supporting the spirit of innovation in agricultural or industrial work
and careful use of the savings produced locally, WOCCU (August 2005).
By independence, rural co-operatives were firmly established in all East African
countries, with a more-or-less identical institutional framework. There were four tiers:
membership, primary societies, secondary unions (usually at an administrative district or
regional level) and a national apex institution. Most rural primary societies were formed to
market their members’ export crops and the development of specialist co-operatives offering
financial services. In Tanzania, SACCOs are identified as capable of promoting expansion and
availability of Micro-finance services in rural areas. In many cases SACCOs do not have the
necessary skilled staff to maintain good records in bookkeeping, accounting, cash management
and credit operations. Because of this poor record keeping, many SACCOs could not provide
proper accounting records or show audited accounts, Nkinda ( 2005).
Similarly the financial sector in Kenya has been vulnerable to effects of the global
financial crisis and economic recession, as individuals and firms are likely to struggle to repay
debts thereby resulting in a deterioration of the quality of loan portfolio and profitability in the
financial system. The SACCO sub-sector is part of the larger cooperative movement in Kenya.
The Cooperative movement in Kenya dates back to 1931 when the first cooperative ordinance
to regulate operation of cooperatives was enacted. The following decades witnessed increased
intervention with the eventual enactment of the Co-operative Ordinance Act of 1945, the
predecessor of the current Co-operative societies Act, Cap. 490 of the laws of Kenya as
amended in 1997. SACCOs are currently regulated by SACCO Societies Act, 2008 (Revised
2012) which replaced the Co-operative Societies Act 2004. SACCOs are registered and
regulated under the cooperative Societies Act. Currently, SACCOs in Kenya lie under the
department of cooperative development and marketing which is encompassed in the ministry of
industrialization and enterprise development.
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Currently, there are over 16,000 registered co-operative societies with a membership of over 12
million. About 63% of Kenyan population directly and indirectly depends on the cooperative
related activities for their livelihood. The sector has mobilized over KES 230 billion in savings
which is about 43% of the national savings. On the other hand, the combined assets of all
SACCOs are worth approximately KES 300 billion, out of which approximately KES 250 billion
are members’ deposits, which consist of both shares and savings, SASRA report (2013).
The establishment of SACCO Societies Act in 2008 places the licensing, supervision and
regulation of deposit taking under the armpit of the SACCO Societies Regulatory Authority
(SASRA). Through this new legal framework, prudential regulations have been introduced to
guide SACCOs’ growth and development, Barrales (2012). Contrary to the popular belief that
default rate in SACCOs is negligible, statistics from the department of cooperative development
and Marketing indicates a considerable increase in the amount defaulted by SACCO members
each year. The data from the ministry of industrialization and enterprise development (2015),
showed that an average annual increase in the number of defaulters was 44% starting from the
year 2011-2015. This observation showed that the financial performance of these SACCOs was
deteriorating every year and there was great need for urgent measures to salvage them from
eventual demise. This concurs with the Sacco societies regulatory authority report (SASRA)
(2014) which revealed that the rate of non-performing loans was on an increasing trend and
SACCOs needed to allocate provisions for loan losses as well as tighten their credit monitoring
techniques. Therefore, increasing rate of non-performing loans results to higher amounts of
defaulted loans and this reduces the interest income and the operating capital for the affected
SACCOs.

Objectives of the study
General Objective
To establish the effect of credit risk management practices on the financial performance of
SACCOs in Kisii County.

Specific Objectives
i.

To examine the effect credit policy on the financial performance of SACCOs in Kisii
County.

ii.

To establish the client appraisal methods used, and their effect on the financial
performance of SACCOs in Kisii County

iii. To evaluate the effect of collateral substitutes on the financial performance of SACCOs in
Kisii County.
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iv. To determine the effect of credit risk monitoring methods used by the SACCOs in Kisii
County and their effect on financial performance.
Research Hypotheses
In an attempt to achieve the above objectives, this study developed the following null
hypotheses;
i.

H0₁: Credit policy has no statistical significant effect on the financial performance of
SACCOs in Kisii County.

ii.

H0₂: Client appraisal methods have no statistical significant effect on the financial
performance SACCOs in Kisii County.

iii. H0₃: Collateral substitutes have no statistical significant effect on the financial
performance of SACCOs in Kisii County.
iv. H0₄: Credit risk monitoring has no statistical significant effect on the financial performance
SACCOs in Kisii County.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview of Credit risk
Credit risk
Credit risk is the current and prospective risk to earnings or capital arising from an obligor’s
failure to meet the terms of any contract with the SACCO or otherwise to perform as agreed.
Credit risk is found in all activities in which the success depends on the counterparty, issuer or
borrower’s performance. It arises any time SACCO funds are extended, committed, invested or
otherwise exposed through actual or implied contractual agreements, whether reflected on or off
the balance sheet, Wanyama (2008). Credit risk is most simply defined as the potential that a
SACCO borrower or counterparty will fail to meet his obligations in accordance to agreed terms.
The goal of credit risk management is to maximize a SACCO’s risk-adjusted rate of return by
maintaining credit risk exposure within acceptable parameters. SACCOs need to manage the
credit risk inherent in the entire portfolio as well as the risk in individual credits or transactions,
Owango (1998).
Credit risk can also be defined as the risk that one party to a financial instrument will
cause a financial loss for the other party by failing to discharge an obligation. It can also be
defined as a possible loss if the issuer of an investment defaults. In relation to loans, it refers to
the probability that a borrower may not repay a loan. Credit risk is a significant concern for
SACCOs. Decisions to issue loans are based on information about a borrower’s ability and
willingness to repay a loan at the time a loan is made. Thus, credit risk can be controlled to
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some extent by the establishment of sound investments and lending policies and procedures.
The management of SACCOs should be able to ascertain that investing and lending policies are
adequate with elaborate account on how the SACCO intends to mitigate on these risks and
ensure they are followed as well.
However, since economic and other factors may vary over the life of an investment or
loan and the credit risk fluctuates over time, there is need to continuously appraise these
investments in relation to the apparent risks. Credit risk management in a financial institution
therefore starts with the establishment of sound lending principles and an efficient framework for
managing the risk. Policies, industry specific standards and guidelines together with risk
concentration limits are designed under the supervision of Risk management Committee,
Manganelli & Englw (2004). In credit risk management, they use various methods such as credit
limits, taking collateral, diversification, loan selling, syndicated loans, credit insurance,
securitization and credit derivative, Colquitt (2007).

SACCO loans and financial performance
A loan is a debt like all debt instruments; a loan entails the redistribution of financial assets over
time, between the lender and the borrower. The borrower initially receives an amount of money
from the lender, which he pays back, but sometimes not always in regular installments, to the
lender. This service is generally provided at a cost known as interest on the debt. The lender
may subject the borrower to certain restrictions known as loan covenants. One of the principle
duties of financial institutions is to provide loans which are typically the source of income to
SACCOs. SACCO loans and credit also constitute one of the ways of increasing money supply
in the economy, Wanyama (2008). SACCOs earn financial revenue from loans and other
financial services in the form of interest fees, penalties and commissions. Financial revenue
also includes income from other financial assets such as investment income. A SACCO’s
financial activities also generate various expenses, from general operating expenses and the
cost of borrowing to provisioning for the potential loss from defaulted loans. Profitable
institutions earn a positive net income that is, operating income exceeds total expenses, Grier
(2007).

Financial health indicators
Health of an individual financial institution is a function of multiple factors such as quality of its
assets, liquidity position, capital base, management quality, market sensitivity, growth, financial
structure and earnings. All these factors affect the different types of risk to an individual financial
institution. Different types of risks: credit, interest rate, liquidity, market, off-balance sheet,
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foreign exchange, sovereign, technology and insolvency affect the health of an individual
financial institution adversely if they are not managed in a sustainable manner, Saunders and
Cornett (2004).
A number of factors such as quality of assets, financial market condition, foreign
exchange market, composition of assets, financial health of its clients, profitability and capital
adequacy affect the degree of these risks. Financial health check-up of an individual institution
should be made regularly to detect the adverse effect of these risks on its stability. Microprudential indicators such as capital adequacy, asset quality, management soundness, earning
and profitability, liquidity, sensitivity to market risk and market based indicators like market price
of financial instruments; credit ratings are used as indicators of the sound health of individual
financial institutions, Evans (2005).

Credit Risk Management
Credit risk management is a structured approach to managing uncertainties through risk
assessment, developing strategies to manage it, and mitigation of risk using managerial
resources. The strategies include transferring to another party, avoiding the risk, reducing the
negative effects of the risk and accepting some or all of the consequences of a particular risk.
The process of risk management is a two-step process. The first is to identify the source of the
risk, which is to identify the leading variables causing the risk. The second is to devise methods
to quantify the risk using mathematical models, in order to understand the risk profile of the
instrument. Once a general framework of risk identification and management is developed, the
techniques can be applied to different situations, products, instruments and institutions. It is
crucial for SACCOs to have a comprehensive risk management framework as there is a growing
realization that sustainable growth critically depends on the development of a comprehensive
risk management framework, Greuning & Iqbal (2008).
Empirical Literature
Credit policy and financial performance
According to the World Council Of Credit Unions (WOCCU) the financial discipline of
provisioning for loan losses has not been part of the SACCO development since SACCOs have
relied on the check-off system for decades. SACCOs therefore end up having extremely low net
institutional capital and fail to meet the WOCCU prudential standards of excellence of a
minimum of 10% net institutional capital. Drzik (1995) made a survey which showed that only
large banks and credit unions in the US had made a substantial progress in their development
and implementation of risk measures
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Friends Consult Ltd (2013) reported that failure of the SACCOs’ board of directors to establish a
proper loan policy, inefficient loan committees review and approval, poor organizational policies
and strategy, inability of the staff to discharge their duties and roles as per the institutional rules
and policies, poor sensitization by the field staff and failure of the clients to understand the
institution’s policies were some of the reasons which led to loans delinquency for Umurenge
SACCO in Uganda. The study asserted that the application of corporate governance rules were
essential for mitigation of loan default risks. The study also recommended for appointment of a
knowledgeable credit committee and credit department staff that can be able to monitor and
evaluate properly the loan applications before disbursement.

Client Appraisal
Loan appraisal plays an important role to keep the loan losses to minimum levels hence if those
officers appointed for loan appraisal are not competent then there would be high chances of
lending money to non-deserving customers, Boldizzoni (2008). Collection procedure is a
systematic way required to recover the past due amount from clients within the lawful
jurisdiction. The collection aspects may vary from institution to another but they should be
subject to existing laws such as third party collection agencies may be involved in a collection
process. It does not just involve only collection procedure details provided by the institution but
also the procedure in which the lawful collection takes place, Latifee (2006). Well administered
collection is needed for better performance of the loan. If financial institutions do not follow well
administered collection procedures, this would results in loan defaults, Boldizzoni (2008).
Tesfamariam et al (2013) analyzed the variables which influence the efficiency of rural
SACCOS in Ethiopia and they revealed that loans, income and expenses positively influenced
the efficiency of SACCOS in Ethiopia. They also noted that loan appraisal techniques that were
being implemented were not adhered to. These led to an increase in default rate which also
jeopardized the growth and the future of these SACCOs. The study therefore, recommended
that the management should comply with the set policies and also provide stringent appraisal
methods which will be able to identify the clients whose financial records and ability to repay
their loans can be predetermined. The study concluded that SACCOs have a potential to grow
financially and promote the economic standards of the country if only more commitment and
proper regulations are put in place.

Collateral substitutes
Crisis management entails a number of difficult policy trades-offs between recovery speed,
economic efficiency and distribution fairness in Europe, Honohan and Klingebiel (2003). Due to
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deficiencies in prior disaster planning, it has become a common practice to issue blanket
guarantees to arrest financial institutions management crisis including SACCOs. Advocate of
using blanket guarantees to halt a systematic financial crisis argue that sweeping guarantees
creates an expectation of their future financial safety and can immediately be helpful in stopping
spread flight to quality. However, because blanket guarantees create these future expectations,
they undermine business discipline and may prove greatly to be destabilizing in the long run.
Honohan and Klingebiel (2003) analyzed the impact of blanket guarantees and other crisis
management strategies on the full fiscal costs of resolving financial system distress. Their
analysis of forty credit unions that experienced financial crisis between1980 to 1997 indicated
that unlimited deposit guarantees with open ended liquidity support and capital forbearance
significantly increased the ultimate fiscal cost of revolving financial crisis.
There are diverse strategies used by banks, SACCOS and MFIs in mitigation of the
credit risks. Fun Ho and Yusoff (2009) adopted the model of Wesley (1993) to examine how
credit culture, criteria, diversification, proper training of the personnel, setting of standards and
rewarding success influenced the credit risk management in Malaysian financial institutions. The
study noted that the borrower’s commitment of assets during loan default, the use of guarantee
from the third party and insurance were important instruments for risk mitigation. The study also
noted that diversification of loan services, training and development of staff and guidelines for
loan approval, assets quality, adequacy of provision and reserve and disclosure were important
strategies for managing the credit risks.

Credit Monitoring
In prior studies; Non Performing Loans (NPLs) are usually mentioned in East Asian countries'
macroeconomic studies, while they run into serious economic downturn, as one of the financial
and economic distress indicators among banks, SACCOs and other Micro financial institutions.
Japan and China, are those of most mentioned in this regard. Moreover, IMF working paper
from December 2001 encourages better account of NPL for macroeconomic statistics which
makes NPL to be widely used in macroeconomic statistics. Al-Tamimi (2002) found that the
UAE commercial banks and credit unions were mainly facing credit risk. The study also found
that inspection by branch managers and financial statement analysis were the main methods
used in risk identification.
Another study was by Nair and Kloeppinger-Todd (2007) found that Sri Lanka and
Kenya had the weakest regulatory environments in which neither prudential regulation nor
financial supervision for SACCOs existed. In contrast, Brazil presented a case of well-developed
regulation and effective supervision. This study recommended that SACCOs would provide
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financial services in rural areas in developing countries and be profitable if they operate better in
environments with prudential regulation and financial supervision. The study concludes that
supervision is one of the measures that must be practiced from the initial stages after a loan has
been awarded to the member and it should be done by all financial institutions if at all they want
to minimize the levels of losses that arise from their financing.

Conceptual framework
The credit risk management practices are the Independent Variables and are employed by
SACCOs to explain the variation or changes in the performance of SACCOs (Dependent
variable). The listed variables are Credit policy, Client appraisal, Collateral substitutes and
Credit monitoring; Credit policy formulation, credit risk monitoring and control, internal rating
system and credit scoring models. The application or use of these practices will determine the
level of performance of the SACCOs

Figure 1: Conceptual Framework

Credit policy
 Credit policy formulation
Client appraisal
 Credit scoring
 Client’s credit worthiness
 Ability to repay

Financial Performance
 Prompt loan repayment
 High surplus
 Increased capital base
 Returns to members

Collateral substitutes
 securities
Credit monitoring
 Client’s loan progress

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The research design used in this study was descriptive survey. The study focused on SACCOs
within Kisii County, located in the western part of Kenya, South of Nyanza province. Categories
of SACCOs were a target of 106 active SACCOs which were stratified into Teachers, farmers,
Youths, Women and transport/Matatu SACCOs.
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A sample size of 32 SACCOs was selected. The study utilized probability sampling using
proportionate stratified sampling followed by purposive sampling where only respondents who
were knowledgeable on credit matters were engaged. The main focus of this study was
quantitative. Quantitative data was collected by use of questionnaires. Qualitative data was
analyzed using observational and narrative techniques.
Quantitative data was analyzed using the Statistical package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
software version 23. Qualitative data was analyzed using observational and narrative analysis
techniques. The research hypothesis was tested by use of analysis of variance (ANOVA).
Correlation was used to establish the relationship between credit risk management practices
and SACCOs’ financial performance while multiple regression was used to determine the
strength of the relationship.
ANALYSIS AND RESULT DISCUSSION
Multiple regression Analysis
A multiple regression model was applied to determine the strength of the relationship between
credit risk management practices and financial performance of saving and credit cooperative
societies in Kisii County.
The logistic regression used in this model was;
Y= β0+ β1X1+β2X2+ β3X3+ β4X4+α
Where Y(Dependent variable)= Return on Assets, β0 = Constant term (regression coefficient),
β1, β2, β3, and β4 = slopes of the regression equation, X1= Credit policy, X2= Client appraisal,
X3= Collateral substitutes , X4= Credit Monitoring and α = Error Term.

Table 1. Variable analysis
Variables Entered/ Removed
Model

a

Variables Entered

Variables Removed

Method

Credit policy, Client appraisal ,
1

Collateral substitutes, Credit.

Enter

b

monitoring

a. Dependent Variable: Financial performance
b. All requested variables entered.

Table 1 informs of the variables in the analysis and it turns out that all the independent
variables were useful to predict the financial performance of SACCOs in Kisii County
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Table 2: Model summary
Model
1

R

R Squared

Adjusted R Square

Std. Error of the Estimate

.874

.763

.762

.223

Predictor variables: (Constant), Credit policy, client appraisal, collateral substitutes and credit monitoring
methods.

Dependent Variable: Return on Assets (Financial performance).

R is the square root of R-squared and is the correlation between the observed and predicted
values of dependent variable implying that the association of 0.874 between financial
performance and credit risk management practices which include credit policy, client appraisal,
collateral substitutes and credit monitoring methods was strong.
Adjusted R squared is the coefficient of determination which tells us how financial
performance of savings and credit cooperative societies varies with variations in credit risk
management practices which include credit policy, client appraisal, collateral substitutes and
credit monitoring procedures. From table 4.28, the value for R squared was 0.763 which implies
that there was a variation of 76.3% on financial performance varied with variation in credit
policy, client appraisal, collateral substitutes and credit monitoring procedures at a confidence
level of 95%. This shows that 76.3% changes in financial performance of SACCOs in Kisii
County could be accounted to Credit policy, Client appraisal, Collateral substitutes and Credit
monitoring procedures.
R is the correlation coefficient which shows the relationship between the study variables.
It was notable that there exists a strong positive relationship between the study variables as
shown by 0.874. It was found out that the adjusted R² of our model was 0.763 with the R = .762
that means that the linear regression explains 76.3% of the variance in the data. Due to the fact
that difference between R square and Adjusted R square is small (0.001) shows that the
independent variables were precise. These findings are similar to those of Makori (2015) which
revealed that credit policy, client appraisal, collateral substitutes and credit monitoring were
statistically significant in measuring the financial performance of SACCOs.

Table 3: Analysis of Variance
Model

1

Sum of Squares

Df

Mean Square

F

Sig.

Regression

2.188

4

.547

4.841

.001

Residual

4.294

48

.113

Total

6.482

52

Critical value =2.50

b

Predictor variables: (Constant), Credit policy, client appraisal, collateral substitutes

and credit monitoring methods.

Dependent Variable: Financial performance.
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From the ANOVA table, it is shown that all the independent variables which includes; credit
policy, client appraisal, collateral substitutes and credit monitoring helps to predict the financial
performance, (F= 4.841, P (.0005). This implies that the null hypotheses were therefore rejected
and the alternate hypotheses of the variables accepted. These findings concur with the study by
Ochogo (2015) on the effect of credit risk management on the financial performance of
SACCOs which was supported by F value (6.144) and P value (0.000) that was less than the
conventional probability of 0.05 significance level.
Table 4: Coefficientsa
Model

1

Unstandardized

Standardized

Coefficients

Coefficients

T

Sig.

1.312

.001

B

Std. Error

Beta

(Constant)

1.342

1.023

Credit policy

.311

.118

.213

2.636

.002

Client appraisal

.341

.125

.207

2.728

.000

Collateral substitutes

.322

.124

.206

2.597

.001

Credit monitoring

.336

.114

.211

2.947

.000

Predictor variables: (Constant), Credit policy, client appraisal, collateral substitutes and credit monitoring
methods.

From the data in table 4, the established regression equation was
Y = 1.342 + 0.311X1 + 0.341X2 + 0.322 X3 +0.336 X4
From the findings in the multiple regression, it showed that all the independent variables which
includes; credit policy, client appraisal, collateral substitutes and credit monitoring had predictive
value on the dependent variable (Financial performance) meaning that they were all statistically
significant, hence the null hypotheses were rejected and the alternate hypotheses accepted
since the P value is less than 0.05,
From the Unstandardized Coefficients, the model predicts that an increase in credit
policy (.311) would results into an increase in the financial performance of SACCOs in Kisii
County, holding other independent variables (client appraisal, collateral substitutes and credit
monitoring) constant. Furthermore, an increase in client appraisal (.341) would results into an
increase the financial performance of SACCOs in Kisii County, holding other independent
variables (credit policy, collateral substitutes and credit monitoring) constant. Moreover, an
increase in collateral substitutes (.322) would results into an increase in financial performance
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holding other independent variables (credit policy, client appraisal and credit monitoring)
constant. Finally, an increase in credit monitoring (.336) would results into an increase in the
financial performance of SACCOs in Kisii County holding other independent variables (credit
policy, client appraisal and collateral substitutes) constant. The findings are similar to those of
Gatuhu (2013) which indicated that holding credit policy, credit monitoring, collateral substitutes
and client appraisal to a constant zero will lead to an increase by factors of 0.218, 0.392, 0.284
and 0.239 respectively, an indication that the variables were statistically significant in influencing
financial performance.
On the other hand, Beta expresses the relative importance of each independent variable
in standardized terms. Firstly, the results show that all the independent variables (credit policy,
client appraisal, collateral substitutes and credit monitoring) are significant predictors. In
conclusion, a multiple regression was run to predict the financial performance of savings and
credit cooperative societies in Kisii County from the independent variables (credit policy, client
appraisal, collateral substitutes and credit monitoring). These variables statistically, significantly
predicted financial performance of SACCOs in Kisii County. All four variables added statistically
significantly to the prediction, p < .05. The study concurs with another study by Ugirase (2013)
which indicated that credit policy, risk monitoring, client appraisal and collateral substitutes had
statistical significance in explaining the financial performance.

CONCLUSION
From the findings, the study concluded that credit policies are owned by most of the SACCOs
but many of the SACCOs in the Matatu sector did not embrace the actual ownership and
adherence to these policies. The study also found that although most SACCOs had credit
policies forming part of their management strategies, most of them did not have stringent or well
customized policies that could govern their actual loan processes to certainty. Majority of the
respondents believed that diversification of the loan products was prudent in meeting the
demands of their members. It was also found that basic loaning terms such as borrowing limits
were observed by the SACCOs.
The study also established that although client appraisal was being done by the
SACCOs, not all of them had competent staffs that were qualified to efficiently conduct this
process. The study confirmed that client appraisal was an important process that needed to be
done every time a member requested for a loan to avoid extending credit facilities to clients who
were not financially capacitated to settle the loan as per the terms provided. It was observed
that considering several qualities such as the income of the client, collateral substitutes, credit
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history of the member, bankruptcies and loan delinquencies was key in the entire client
appraisal process.
On the other hand, the findings revealed that shares and cash deposits (savings) were
the most commonly used forms of collateral substitutes by SACCOs in Kisii County. Assets
were also considered to a great extent although it was observed that most SACCOs tend to
combine several other substitutes such as loan insurance and real estate with an effort to
spread the credit risk across other investments. Besides, it was found that SACCOs only
diversified their financial investments in the banking sector, agricultural sector and government
bonds and securities.
Most respondents believed that credit risk monitoring played a great role in credit risk
management although most SACCOs only reviewed their policies whenever need arose since
their management was fairly involved in the credit assessment processes. This affected their
experience in credit judgment at equal measure as most SACCOs sometimes took their time to
evaluate their overall credit performance. It was also revealed that most SACCOs in the Matatu
sector did not have the necessary experience in the process of credit risk management. The
study also established that most SACCOs were still using manual credit reminders as well as
manual reporting systems. This indicated that most SACCOs especially those operating under
back office service activities (BOSA) did not embrace technology (ICT) as this would enhance
sufficient monitoring and supervision of loans. The study further concluded that there was a
positive relationship between credit risk management and the financial performance of savings
and credit cooperatives in Kisii County.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The study sought to investigate the effect of credit risk management practices on the financial
performance of savings and credit cooperative societies in Kisii County. Although most
SACCOs had credit policies in place, the study recommended that SASRA and the department
of cooperatives should consider formulating a universal credit policy document that will be
adopted by all SACCOs from which rating of their financial performance through credit risk
management can be measured and regulated.

Stringent policies will always be useful in

regulating the whole process of loan application, loan appraisal, loan issue and loan repayment.
The government of Kenya should also consider allocating enough funds towards training of the
SACCO management, staff and members on matters of strategic management, credit risk
management, loan management respectively which will include but not limited to credit policy
formulation, client appraisal techniques collateral substitutes and credit monitoring methods.
The SACCO management should also consider hiring consultants and experts to train their
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staffs on client appraisal techniques which will help in assessing the credit worthiness of their
members before extending credit facilities.
The department of cooperatives should review the compliance of Matatu SACCOs with
the 7 cooperative principles. This will assist in controlling credit risk by ensuring proper
securities are attached to issued loans. These SACCOs should also be advised to submit
periodic financial reports to the ministry/SASRA and allow for external monitoring, supervision
and guidance on credit risk management and overall financial performance. This will also help in
identifying risk gaps in good time and allow for retaliatory measures.
The SACCOs should also invest in trainings especially to their credit officers on credit
monitoring techniques which will help to ensure prompt loan repayments are made. This can
also be accompanied by refresher trainings on matters of credit management and strategic loan
monitoring. Credit monitoring will assist in keeping a close financial record for every loan
beneficiary hence such trainings will always keep them up to date with the most convenient tract
tactics.

SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH
Although the study done was aimed at establishing the effect of credit risk management
practices on the financial performance of SACCOs in Kisii County, further studies should be
done to establish the relationship between the credit risk management practices employed by
SACCOs and the profitability indicators like the ROE, ROA and NPLRs. In addition, studies
should be done on the effect of other types of risks like market risk and liquidity risk which are
not considered in this study. The extent to which external regulation, internal supervision and
governance contributes to the employment of credit risk management practices to the eventual
performance of the SACCOs need to be explored. Lastly, since the results of this study were
based on the sample selected for Kisii County, further study should be carried out to include a
larger sample and possibly include regional based SACCOs or SACCOs in Kenya as a whole.
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